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JUSTICE PREVAILS FOR THE NATIONS 
 

The Lord says, 

 

“Justice prevails. My answer is always the same: FAIRNESS. The truth that has come from My 
lips is almighty and can never be changed. 
 
Watch your watch and allow time to clarify spiritual meanings to you. You see many changes in 
these days, and you must know what I have said and what I AM now saying about them all. 
 
Don’t lose hope but join forces with those who prevail in faith and tears. This suction cup of 
insanity is never strong enough to move My people from their standing in Me.  
 
‘Well said and done’ is what you will want to hear from Me when your day is over. Only I can 
give you eternal life in pleasant places.  
 
You must not focus on the problems rising in the east nor in the west, for I AM in the center of 
where you have been strategically placed for such a time as this. Progress is not defined by 
natural abilities and availabilities, but rather by the stature you attain in Christ Jesus. It is a slow 
process sometimes but well worth the wait. 
 
Divisiveness is not in accordance with My plans for the hour, stay away from its pull. 
 
Dirty deeds prevail all over the nations, but as My remnant cries out, I will answer with wrath 
and judgment. Many are being weighed in the balance and are lacking, so pray for My hand of 
mercy to be extended and received.  
 
Stand still and stand tall. The Goliath spirit will not defeat you if you go forth with My name on 
your lips.  
 
Highly favored you are. Kings and priests bearing promises and purpose. Run alongside My 
chariots of grace as I thunder into the earthly atmosphere of fear and frailty, wantonness and 
waning of faithfulness. You will triumph only as you allow My covering to fully dress you. 
 
Reverence Me and I will reveal My hidden secrets and treasures to you in the brightness of My 
glory. My throne is easily accessible to your repentant and hungry heart. 
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‘Mayday, mayday!’ These are the words they are calling out, but their gods are deaf to their 
cries. Preach My saving grace in these barren and burdensome places of man.  
 
I will condemn your leaders once they have fulfilled My plans. Disobedience brought your 
nation to this place. Now is the time to cry out louder than ever before. Leave your 
grandstanding behind and your desire for the glamorous praises of man for these are a stain on 
your hands. Tainted hearts and stained hands will not stand in My presence. Awaken the dawn 
with your praise and fill the blackness of night with your faith cries. Remember Noah! 
 
The heavens will never be brass to your pleading prayers. They produce a heart like mine.  
 
Simpleness in the days ahead! A David-like spirit will cause you to have a readiness toward the 
simplicity of conquering. Triumphant you will be in My mighty name. The fruit I cause you to 
bear will feed the hungry nations. Focus on My power even in the presence of diabolical evil 
that surrounds you. The battle is not yours! My presence—not your works—will determine your 
toughness and readiness for the fight.  
 
Stir up the atmosphere around you with sounds of joy on a new frequency that I AM instilling 
within you. It’s a higher level than ever before. Let it flow like a river of ceaseless life and living 
wonderment of Me.  
 
This chattering you hear in the heavenlies will become clearer to your hearing, and your voice 
will begin to declare My desire for the nations. Your dreams in the night are not silly or in vain; 
they are precursors of My prepared plan.  
 
Uprightness must be your continual offering to Me. I will reject anything less that you bring to 
Me. 
 
Watch the sunrise of your wildest dreams of abundance come upon you suddenly, and the long 
night of waiting vanish away. You are ready! I AM ready! 
 
Be still and truly know that I AM your God!” 
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